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PREFACE 
ttThe role of public relations is more important 
today than it has ever been before. This fact 
is increasingly recognized by business groups, 
educational institutions and welfare agencies. 
Hospitals and other health organizations are 
also beginning to understand the vital necessity 
of conscious and comprehensive public relations 
programs. Even government agencies--national, 
state and local--are giving far more attention 
than they have done before to informing, edu-
cating and understanding the public mind."l 
Whether in business, government or welfare, public rela-
tiona specialists have long faced the problems of public 
pressure and community relations. Perhaps in no other area 
have current issues of national import placed more emphasis 
on community relations than in hospitals. Throughout the 
country hospitals are facing criticism concerning higher costs, 
government legislation, inadequate personnel and labor unions. 
The day when the hospital could stand aloof from public dis-
satisfaction and complaints is past. Slow to be recognized 
as a potent force, public relations has made great inroads 
into hospital administration during the last thirty to forty 
years. Today it appears public relations is destined to play 
1. Mills, Alden. Hospital Public Relations.Chicago: Physicians 
Record Company, 1939. P• 1. 
iv 
an increasing role in the future of the American hospital. 
The following thesis was initiated because of the author's 
basic belief in the potent future for public relations in hos-
pitals. This thesis traces the rise of public relations 
through the history of the hospital since the history of both 
are inseparably linked. To understand how public relations 
came to assume its present role in the hospital is to under-
stand the forces which changed the hospital itself. Second, 
because the future of hospital public relations is bound to 
the present situation, this thesis examines at least four of 
the current problems facing the voluntary hospital in America. 
Finally, the thesis points to the future of hospital public 
relations through original research into communication 
channels at one voluntary institution. 
The entire thesis is based upon certain central premises, 
being: 
1. The past, present, and future of any 
social institution is shaped and created 
by social, economic and scientific forces 
of society. 
2. The past and future of hospital public 
relations are inseparably linked. 
3. Public relations can become a potent force 
in the hospital-community relationship only if: 
v 
a) supported and assisted by admin-
istration. 
b) carried forward through a continuing 
information and educational program. 
c) public relations places increasing 
emphasis on research into effective 
channels of communications. 
The study conducted at The Hospital C enter at Orange, 
New Jersey, exemplifies the type of research in which it is 
felt public relations experts must engage. The study itself 
basically proposes that channels other than pure publicity 
and the well placed news release can be found between the 
public and the community hospital. 
The author would like to acknowledge with gratitude the 
assistance of three persons in shaping this thesis: Mr. 
Benjamin W. Wright, President of The Hospital Center, whose 
cooperation made the research study possible; Mr. Frederick 
A. Botting, Director of Public Relations for The Hospital 
Center, who provided both advice and information about the 
hospital; and Dr. Bernard Rubin, Professor of Governmental 
Affairs and Public Relations, for his assistance and guidance. 
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CHAPTER I 
THE COMING OF HOSPITAL PUBLIC RELATIONS 
The Origin 0! Hospitals 
To attempt to trace the history of hospitals from their 
simple beginnings to the present day and label that transition 
"progress" is to deal in illusion. History tells us that hos-
pitals had neither a steady transition nor an ordained destiny. 
Rather, the history of the hospital reflects the history of 
society and social order. The role of the hospital is reflected 
in the economic conditions of a society, the attitudes of men 
toward their fellows, political systems and ideologies, and 
events of the age. Hospitals are indeed "an organization of 
2 the society that creates it." 
There is no steady progress in th~ history of hospitals. 
However, Mary Risley in her House £! Healing3 roughly divides 
these 4,000 years into six periods: 
2. Churchill, Edward D. "The Development of the Hospital" in 
Nathaniel Faxon. ~ Hospital ~ Contemporary ~· 
Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1949. p. 1 
3. Risley, Mary. House Q! Healing: !!!. StoGy 2.£ lli, Hospital. 
New York: Doubleday & Co., Inc., 19 1. p. 23. 
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1. The Era of Priests: In this time the most 
powerful leaders ruled the ancient 
societies of Babylon and Egypt while 
their priests ministered to the ill. 
2. The Coming of Medical Treatment: The 
practice of medicine was separated 
from superstition and surgery was 
performed without the "aid" of magic. 
3. The Greek Era: Twenty-five hundred years 
ago in Greece a definite connection was 
established between health, diet, exer-
cise, cleanliness and disciplined living 
habits. 
4. The Christian Era: Care of the poor and' 
outcast became a fully developed symbol 
of one's love for God. 
5. The Dark Ages: In the sixteenth century 
hospitals entered a period of decline 
from which they would not emerge until 
the late ninete.enth centu7y. 
6. Twentieth Century Era: Hospitals became 
centers of scientific laboratory research 
with modern equipment and a sense of 
social responsibility. 
Historians often equate the coming of Christianity and 
the origin of hospitals. It is true that the Christian Era. 
gave great impetus to hospital building; however, ancient 
documents reveal the existence of some sort of hospital as 
early as the eleventh century B~c;· Records of the ancient era 
are given by the Old Testament, the early Indian writings of 
the Surrata, and the Greek historians, Herodotus, Theocydides 
and Xenophon. Their age provided the hospital's foundation; 
Christianity gave the foundation moral dimension. 
- 2 -
Christianity was a force in the history of hospitals just 
as it was in other phases of society and human conduct. The 
spirit of Christian charity became the prevailing motive for 
the foundbg and support of h~spitals. It took various forms 
as a result of changing modes in the expression of Christian 
values. 
In the Christian Era the word "hospitalf' or "guest house" 
came to mean the monastaries that existed as early as 400 A.D. 
The "hosts" of these early hospitals were usually members of 
a religious order,and they provided refuge for pilgrims or 
needy, homeless people. Out of this Christian idealism, hos-
pitals came to be known as the refuge of the poor sick. 
The guests soon became patients; priestly and medical 
functions gradually became combined in one person; and hos-
pitals started to assume the work of maintaining, healing 
and providing spiritual consolation. This religious foundation 
--this moral dimension--remains a part of hospital history 
even into the twentieth century where the religious motivation 
has yielded emphasis to the more dominant medical function. 
However, the history of hospitals is undoubtedly asso-
ciated-with Christianity because its religious emphasis repre-
sents a glimmer of goodness to survive the "Dark .A.ges" in 
medical care. It is because Christianity preceded the "Dark 
Ages", a period of such appalling proportions that it seems 
- 3 -
easy to suppose those days represent the original depths from 
which our modern hospitals rose. 
From 1500 to 1850 appalling conditions in sanitation and 
nursing care were so prevalent that one had to weigh the risks 
of entering a hospital against the hazards of sickness in a 
pauper's hovel or the inability of the stricken traveler to 
find shelter and care in a strange community. Named "houses of 
death", no one would consider entering a hospital unless under 
dire circumstances. The cause of this uneasiness was "hos-
pitalism". B.1 "hospitalism" was meant the danger of cross-
infection, the danger which comes from exposure to the infec-
tions and/or diseases of other patients. Even in the 19~ cen-
tury near the end of these Dark Ages, such infection claimed 
80% of all post-operative patients. 4 
The curtain of the Dark Ages was drawn aside in the last 
half of the nineteenth century by four people: Morton, Nightin-
gale, Pasteur, and Lister. 
On October 16, 1846, in the Massachusetts General Hospital 
the first step was taken in the field of surgery. On that day 
ether was first introduced. Until then surgery had always been 
limited to the simplest procedures because of the pain and 
suffering caused. Opium and whiskey were given to patients, 
bound by ropes and straps, who were to undergo one of the five 
4. Ibid., P• 23. 
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possible operations: amputation, incision for abscess, 
lithotomy, cataract or trephining. 
In 1854 the Crimean War brought bloodshed, and the clear-
sighted criticism of Florence Nightingale. Her reforms in 
nursing care and hospital management and construction were of 
crucial importance. 
In his studies of spontaneous generation, the silkworm 
disease, and the disease of wine, Pasteur layed the foundations 
of modern bacteriology. His studies during the years 1860-
1870 led to the Microbe Theory and opened the door to discovery 
of other bacteria causing familiar diseases. 
One of the first to apply Pasteur's discoveries was Lister. 
In 1873 Lister stated that Pasteur's research had "furnished 
me with the principle upon which alone the antiseptic system 
can be carried out."5 By applying Pasteur's discoveries Lister 
treated wounds and devised the procedures of antisepsis and 
asepsis. He opened the door to new research in surgical tech-
niques and threw added light on disease syndromes that had 
been only understood in part. However, the real significance 
of his discoveries rested in the fact that Lister banished 
"hospitalism". Surigcal deaths dropped from 80% to 6%, and 
finally hospital doors were opened to all classes of society. 
5. Bachmeyer, Arthur, M.D. and Hartman, Gerhard, Ph.D. The 
Hospital ~Modern Society. New York: Commonweal~ 
Fund, 1943. P• 12. 
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Without fear of infection, the almsgiver and the philanthropist 
could seek the same care they had helped create as a refuge 
for the pauper. 
These four people introduced a new era in the history of 
hospitals and of medicine. 
In medicine, other men of imagination and courage made 
still further advances: in 1896 Roentgen discovered x-ray; 
in 1910 Erlich discovered the science of chemotherapy, an 
innovation which permitted destruction of microbes without 
harming the infected human body; in 1929 Fleming discovered 
penicillin. /*/ 
In social terms theae discoveries further opened hospital 
doors. The sick of all classes began to seek the hospital as 
a place of knowledge and skills. Hospital construction up-
surged as philanthropists, doctors and those associated with 
hospitals in every phase awakened to the clamor at the gates. 
"The years 1850-1900 are most significant 
in the history of American hospitals. It 
was during this period that hospitals under-
went a drastic evolution in purpose, function 
and number. From supplying merely good 
shelter and meager medical care to the 
pauper sick, to armies, to the insane and 
to those requiring emergency treatment, 
they began to provide skilled medical and 
/*/ Penicillin was not actively used until after 1941. 
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surgical attention and nursing care to 
all people." 6 
If one were to note these discoveries and call the chapter 
closed on the reasons for the development of today's hospitals, 
a false picture would be drawn. These discoveries did not 
.......... 
constitute the sole reason. Hospitals are a part of society, 
a reflection of its needs, desires and aspirations. The 
medical advances of MOrton, Nightingale, Pasteur and Lister 
were the beginning. Only the beginning. 
The Twentieth Century Revolution 
The rise of hospital public relations is inseparably 
wrapped in the history of the hospital itself. To understand 
how hospitals came to accept the importance of public relations, 
one must understand not only its past development, but those 
factors affecting the hospital's growth in the 20~ century. 
The Industrial Revolution, population growth, war, medical 
advances, the decline of philanthropy and the rise of public 
interest--each of these factors laid the stage for the entrance 
of public relations into the former sanctuary of the hospital. 
In short, to understand how hospital public relations came 
6. Commission On Hospital Care. Hospital Care In The United 
States. New York: Commonwealth Funa:-194'?.--p. 4?1. 
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into being is to understand the growth of today's hospital. 
The Twentieth Century hospital system is a reflection of 
the social, economic and scientific progress of the nation. No 
one factor can be labelled sole cause of the spectacular 
changes which took place. No one factor can account for the 
fact that in 1873 there were 178 hospitals in this country 
and that today there are 7,000. Rather, these social, economic, 
and scientific factors are interdependent, and underlying them 
all is the influence of public interest vital to the growth 
of every social agency. 
Population Growth ,!!! !!.!. Industrial Revolution: The 
principal social cause most often sighted for the increase in 
hospitals is the sheer increase in density and distribution 
of the American population. Experts cite the fact that the 
U.S. population has more than tripled since 1873, and that there 
are more than 39 times as many hospitals.? Population changes, 
however, were not sole cause. As Edward Corwin has pointed out: 
"The phenomenal increase in hospitals since 
the early part of the present century cannot 
be accounted for in terms of population 
growth alone. The rate of growth of hos-
pitals has been much greater than that of 
the population, particularly since the 
second part of the present century. This 
7. Corwin, Edward H. The American Hospital. New York: 
CoJIIIlonwealth FU'ii."d, 1946. P• 6. 
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rapid growth was due not only to scientific 
and social but to economic factors as well, 
which created a greater need for hospital 
facilities and made possible their provision 
in increasing numbers." 8 
!he growth and distribution of the population is linked 
with the Industrial Revolution--that prolonged, evolutionary 
process of industrialization which began in our country in the 
quarter·century following the Civil War and which drew the 
labor supply for the teaming industries from millions of immi-
grants. It may be said that these two factors--population and 
the "Revolution"--brought both immediate and latent effects to 
our hospital system. 
Initially the increase in population and the industrial 
tenor of the age brought a new demand for the hospital as a 
refuge to the indigent. Crowding in slums, the spread of 
disease, accidents associated with new and hazardous or stren-
uous labor brought the ill and dying to the hospitals. Tradition 
had secured a place for hospitals in the minds of all as the 
refuge of the poor. 
The more latent effects included the increased demand of 
urban communities for health facilities. Cities grew in size 
and number, and the hospital became responsible for keeping 
pace with the expanding population. At the same time immigrants 
pushed toward the frontier,and the cry for medical care rose 
8. Ibid., P• 9. 
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in the rural communities across the country. 
Further, the effect of this industrial age on the average 
American was to create new income per capita, increase the 
level of living, and the habit of rural and urban populations. 
These changes in turn affected both aan's behavior and his 
attitudes toward sanitation and nutrition. America had become 
aware, first through hardship, then through greater material 
prosperity, of the increasing importance of adequate health 
facilities. 
Philanthropy: The first voluntary hospitals--founded be-
fore large fortunes were established--represented the invest-
ment of many small contributors rather than large gifts from 
a few rich men. Such was the case of the Pennsylvania Hospital 
which was established by contributors of ten pounds ($2.77) or 
upwards who then had a vote in its elections.9 
Like other community institutions in the Industrial Revo-
lution, the hospitals reaped the benefits of the large individ~ 
ual fortunes. After 1850 wealthy donors gave huge hospital 
bequests: Tuoro of New Orleans; Wills of Philadelphia; Hopkins 
of Baltimore; Vanderbilt, Whitney, Harkness, Rockefeller and 
others in New York. Philanthropy accounts for the construction 
of many new hospitals. It also accounts for their sustenance 
9. Hoge, V.M. "Add Another Two Billion for Adequate Future 
Plant," Hospitals, 17:21-24, December, 1943. 
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and improvements; large gifts from local •ources often per-
mitted these institutions to maintain themselves even at an 
operating loss. 
After 1929, this type of donation vanished. With the 
Crash and subsequent Depression as well as the changing tax 
laws on income, individual gifts and legacies, hospitals lost 
this once rich source of funds. In 1927, for example, over 
70% of the money invested in hospitals had come from private 
donors; with 1929 this era or private munificence ended 
abruptly. Hospitals found themselves financially without 
foundation. By 1934, 103 voluntary hospitals ceased operation 
for lack of funds. From 1929 to 1936 a total of 418 voluntary 
hospitals, with 20,000 beds, withdrew from use. At the same 
time studies revealed that 45% or the 3,000 counties in the 
United States had no hospital service for general community 
10 
use. 
By 1937 the government had intervened; hospital insurance 
plans were being established; community chests and similar 
fund raising organizztions came into being. All these factors 
turned the financial tide. In the interim the hospital had 
come full circle. Once more it had become, like the early 
hospitals or the nation, dependent upon the individual con-
tributor or small economic means. 
10. Gabriel, Sister John. "The Hospital and the Changing Social 
Order," Hospitals, January, 1936. P• 17. 
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Government: The economic depression of the 1930's re-
vealed inadequacies in the financial support of hospitals. 
During this period the government took over a new responsibility 
by providing subsidies for the care of the indigent. By 193? 
government monies were supplying what had formerly been the 
ll ?0% contribution of philanthropy. 
World War II gave a strong impetus to hospital building 
on the part of government at federal, state and county levels. 
At the federal level there was particular growth. Military 
hospitals, aid in construction of civilian hospitals in over-
crowded war production centers, the Lanham Act, Federal Works 
Agency and, by 1945, the Hill-Burton Act brought assistance 
from government. These moves on the part of government were 
significant. Initiated in the Depression, these actions repre-
sented a new departure from the old and the initiation of a 
new role for government in the life of the American hospital. 
War: If World War II gave impetus to construction of 
........... 
government hospitals, so too war may be cited as a prime 
factor in hospital growth throughout this period. 
The Civil War percipitated the first organized effort in 
this country to treat the sick and wounded in hospitals. As 
men became wounded or victims of diseases that spread among 
11. Risley, Op. Cit., P• 220. 
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large numbers of people living in close association, hospitals 
became the refuge. With the Spanish American War came discovery 
of the cause of yellow fever and the development of methods for 
preventing typhoid fever; this in turn led to a new accent on 
preventive medicine as well as organized public health programs. 
World War I bro•ght Veterans Hospials and concentration 
on rehabilitation techniques. World War II carried further the 
building of V.A. hospitals and saw the refinement in rehabili-
tation methods. In addition, it yielded knowledge of the 
treatment of tropical diseases and the use of certain diagnostic 
and therapeutic agents and methods. 
The importance of war as a factor in hospital growth rests 
in these very discoveries which came out of conflict and war-
time medical care. The added knowledge of diagnostic and 
therapeutic methods, of hospital construction and operation 
were all adopted in the civilian quarter for peacetime appli-
cation. As in other periods of history when survival was the 
business of living and good health the means to that end, 
medicine and hospitals--in their original Christian spirit--
took giant strides. 
Medical Science !!! Medical Education: As already noted 
hospitals grew as medical centers from the time of Pasteur and 
Lister. The hospital continued to grow as other research dis-
- 13 -
coveries were given clinical application: x-ray, basal metab-
olism, electrocardiograph, radioactive isotope therapy. Aside 
from necessitating the housing of costly and bulky equipment, 
these newer discoveries struck the key to another role for 
the community hospital, namely, research. 
Today the foundations established by the Fords and Rocke-
fellers, as well as government, issue grants-in-aid for re-
search which will yield the clinical techniques of tomorrow. 
This trend of research and clinical application will undoubtedly 
continue as hospitals carry forth studies in the most important 
problems in medicine today: research in special diseases, new 
techniques in rehabilitation and treatment of the handicapped, 
new provisions for the increase in chronic disease, the debility 
of old age. 
This factor of medical research spins a continuous causal 
thread throughout the history of our hospitals' development. 
The saae may be said of medical education. 
"In the United States pnior to 1900 there were more than 
12 
a hundred medical schools, but few good ones." A new era in 
medical education began when hospitals were incorporated as a 
definite part of medical schools. At first hospitals had be-
come important to the doctor because they satisfied the need 
for more precise control of patient care than was possible 
12. Commission on Hospital Care, Op. Cit., P• 47. 
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with unskilled attendants in the home. In this new era hos-
pitals became essential because they provided the clinical 
field for the medical education of student, intern and resident. 
In this saae period demands for trained nurses rose. 
Broad programs of undergraduate and graduate nursing education 
became a hospital function. Over the years schools of nursing 
were established as part of the hospital in both large and 
small communities. 
Research and medical advances made further demands on 
the hospital as educator. Technicians in x-ray, laboratory 
procedures, therapy, etc., were required. Again hospitals 
accepted the responsibility and established additional medi-
cal education programs. 
In all areas of the hospital, education and research 
became the keynotes of the new century. Research brought 
medical advances, and medical advances required and inspired 
a well-educated, trained and competent corps of professionals. 
Only a hospital could provide the necessary facilities. 
Rise of Public Interest: Public interest is perhaps the 
--
primary influence which underlies the growth of the hospital. 
It stems from and is reflected in all the factors which have 
influenced hospital development. 
"Hospitals have been created out of public 
demand. They were built from public re-
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sources. They embody the values of private 
.initiative applied to the solution of a 
public problem. Their number and extent 
reflect the support given them and the 
esteem by which they are held by the 
A.lllerican public." 13 
This statement is no less true of the future than it is 
of the past. Lack of public interest or perhaps merely ignor-
ance resulted in the slow growth of hospitals and in low 
quality care during the early periods. When Lister lifted 
the stigma "house of death" and when hospitals became accepted 
as places for treatment of the monied as well as the pauper, 
hospitals gained public acceptance. 
The contingencies of world-wide economic depression and 
war still further throttled the growth of hospitals. The 
attention of the nation was drawn to matters of health. A 
new focus was given to the need for adequate preventive and 
curative health services for all the people. 
The organization of local, state and national associations 
account in large part for this new awareness on the part of 
the public. During World War II, for example, national 
societies on health reported disturbingly large percentages 
of young men were found unfit for military service. Suddenly 
the American public became attentive to the need and impor-
tance of individual health to a nation, whether in peace or 
at war. 
13. Ibid:, P• 50. 
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Initially devot~d to improvement of standards of opera-
tion within the hospital or given medical profession, these 
associations have done much to stimulate interest. Public health 
departments have also conducted intensive educational programs; 
official and non-official agencies have combined to influence 
demands for hospital service; medical, hospital and scientific 
groups have allied to improve the quality of hospital service. 
Today, unlike the early years, discussion of health 
problems permeates the individual's life. Courses of instruc-
tion in elementary school, high school and college are supple-
mented in adulthood by discussions of health problems and 
explanations of new medical discoveries in books, magazines, 
newspapers, radio. People have become more optimistic than 
ever before about the possibility of achieving and maintaining 
individual and national health. This new awareness by the 
public, however, is not all encompassing. Ignorance, preju-
dice, half-knowledge, even the attitude that medical care is 
one of the "inalienable rights"--each of these creates problems 
for the growth of hospitals today and in years to come. 
Approximately thrity years ago the public, and public 
opinion per se, were ignored as influential forces. Today 
the importance of the public's opinion as a prime factor in 
the growth of hospitals is recognized. Just as the economic, 
social and scientific changes became visible to the helmsmen 
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of hospital organizations, so the importance of public opinion 
became important. During the past three decades hospitals 
have come to recognize public opinion, and most importantly, 
to seek actively the moral and financial support of the in-
dividual citizen. Their chief tool in this pursuit has been 
public relations. 
The Advent of Hospital Public Relations 
The influence of public opinion and the need to woo public 
favor was slowly accepted by hospitals. The economic, social 
and scientific circumstances of the times forced hospitals to 
begin to recognize and ~ something about public opinion. At 
the same time, they set the stage for the entrance of public 
relations. 
It must be remembered, however, that during this same 
period public relations itself was yet a fledgling. Like hos-
pitals, other organizations in society were coming to realize 
the importance of public relations ••• and at even a faster pace. 
Let us digress for a moment and examine the state of public 
relations in business during the period following 1929. 
Until the 1930's public relations was almost universally 
accepted by businessmen as merely propagation of favorable 
publicity. The tribulations which faced business during the 
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Great Depression began to aake business aware that the job of 
humanizing an organization would involve more than ballyhoo 
and press agentry. Experiencing ehattering collapse, the 
American business world was compelled to concentrate on public 
relations efforts. 
By the mid-1930's our industrial system seemed doomed. 
The prestige of the businessman, like the market quotations 
of his shares, had sunk to an all-time low. The need to re-
build popular confidence in the free enterprise system and in 
business itself was paramount. 
When the Rew Deal era brought the threat of socialization, 
business leaders still further saw the need for public under-
standing. Following closely on the heels of these events came 
other changes: World War II, the change to a "hyper" economy 
and the need to cut citilian production. For the first time 
business realized what a comprehensive "institutional" public 
relations program could do. Great business houses invested 
millions in institutional programs merely to keep their 
identity alive in the public mind and to maintain a potential 
market for postwar production. 
As public relations became recognized in the so-called 
"Canyons of Wall Street", so too hospitals were coming to 
recognize this infant field. Financial strife, public demands 
for service--all the economic and social factors already 
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examined--forced hospitals to adopt public relations. 
One need only review some of the literature of the time 
to see how leaders of thought in the field of hospitals were 
becoaing cognizant and urgent about the need for public rela-
tions. 
Among the first was the American Hospital Association's 
Committee on Public Relations reporting on a study conducted 
in 1932-33: 
"Unfortunately in the past, hospitals have 
thought little and done less about foster-
ing an understanding attitude upon the part 
of the people. Now that economic ills have 
become a definite menace, it would seem 
that the institution must be more business 
like, if it is to survive ••• The need for 
educating lay people aad taking them into 
our confidence is everJincreasing."l4 
The foresight of the A.H.A. was soon accepted by others. 
In 1938, M. H. Eichenlaub wrote the following arguaent for 
the establishment of public relations programs in hospitals, 
despite the cost: 
''Llrospi taly aust come forth and tell their 
story. Money has been the major obstacle so 
far ••• How any thinking administrator and 
Board of Trustees can fail to see the ad-
vantage to be had from a small investment, 
is incomprehensible." 15 
14. Eichenlaub, M. H. "Public Relations of the Hospital," 
Hospitals, September, 1938. P• 21. 
15. Ibid., P• 22. 
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Perhaps one of the most pointed critics was Alden Mills, 
author of Hospital Public Relations, the only book in this 
field even today. Published in 1939, Mills wrote: 
"Voluntary hospitals ••• have in many respects 
held themselves aloof from the general pub-
lic ••• Their development has been so rapid 
that the attention of those in authority 
has been primarily concentrated upon the 
problems of organization and internal affairs 
••• Hospital administrators, busied with manifold, 
routine intraaural problems, often have not 
had or have not taken the time to look beyond 
the walls of their institutions or to endeavor 
to interpret to the public the functions of 
their hospitals. The advances in the prac-
tice of medicine, the many changes in the 
mode of living, the enlightenment of the 
people in matters pertaining to public health 
and to the treatment of disease and injury 
and many other factors, all of which are 
constantly increasing the need and the de-
mand for hospital service, tend to stress 
the importance of the institution's rela-
tions to the public it serves." 16 
Narrowing in on hospital administration, Mills further 
criticized: 
"We have already attacked the stand of 
certain adainistrators that if the insti-
tution renaers good care to the sick it 
will automatically win friends and obtain 
respect and support. Good service to the 
sick is, indeed, the first essential ••• 
But good service, even when coupled with 
sound business practices and fair treat-
ment of employees and medical staff is 
not enough ••• The intelligent use of public 
relations may spell the difference between 
continued growth aad stagnation." 17 
16. Mills, Op. Cit., P• xi. 
17. Ibid., PP• 5-16. 
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During the 1930's and earl7 1940's the subject of public 
relations in hospitals became a more recurrent topic. The 
journals of the A.H.A. and other hospital publications reveal 
any number of articles on the _subject. Almost paralleling 
the merger of public relations into the business world, public 
relations graduall7 aade new headway in hospitals. The 
adaptation, nontheless, was not iaaediatel7 welcomed nor 
spontaneous. 
Even in 1943, when business was trul7 coming to recognize 
public relations on an institutional basis, men wrote almost 
tiaid17 of the need for hospital public relations. Taking 
business as their example, Bachae7er and Hartman wrote some-
thing akin to a defense of their stand: 
" ••• so far as business is concerned, the 
function of public relations is entirel7 
appropriate, ethical and desirable so 
long as the business in its activities 
sta7s within the bounds of truth and 
good taste. It is just as ethical and 
proper for an educational institution 
to engage in public relations of a type 
adjusted to its needs. You may remember 
that last year the University of Chicago 
appointed a vice-president in charge of 
public relations. Certainl7 it is ethical 
and proper for a hospital to engage in a 
program of public relations of a type 
adjusted to its needs. As a matter of 
fact, I think I am justified in making 
aa even stronger statement. The hospital, 
in view of the importance of its function 
in modern societ7, is not only privileged, 
but actuall7 obligated to engage in sound 
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public relations activities with a view 
to creating public-aindedness toward it 
and its task." 18 
During the years since men first advocated public relations 
for hospitals, these institutions have gradually established 
programs. Forced further and further into the public spotlight, 
hospitals have either appointed full or part-time representa-
tives or given the responsibility to some other worker in the 
organization. Where public relations was the unusual in the 
1920's, by comparison today it is nearly commonplace. However, 
progress has bean slow and quite marked. The reason for this 
slow awakening may have been stated by Edward L. Bernays: 
"One of the great troubles of the day is 
the cultural lag that exists in many im-
portant fields of action. There is a 
time lag between acquisition of knowledge 
and the application of that knowledge by 
leaders in that field. In the use of 
effective public relations by non-profit 
institutions, this cultural lag is par-
ticularly marked." 19 
Today hospital public relations is still in its infancy; 
however, tomorrow it may well play a larger and more important 
role. 
• • • 
18. Bachmeyer and Hartman, Op. Cit., P• 106. 
19. Mills, Op. Cit., P• vii. 
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CH.AP'l'ER II 
HOSPITAL PUBLIC RELATIONS PURPOSES 
AND THE CURRENT ISSUES 
Objectives and Purposes 
Approximately thirty years ago the public was ignored as 
being "influential". Today the importance of public opinion 
is increasingly recognized. During recent decades hospitals 
have come to seek to educate its publics about hospitals and 
health, and to win both the moral and financial support of its 
community's citizens. 
To this end hospital public relations may be said to have 
six major objectives and/or purposes: 
1. To achieve the goodwill, understanding 
and support of the hospital's publics. 
2. To eliminate misunderstandings and 
answer criticisms about hospital 
goals and services. 
3. To provide information about the hos-
pital's objectives, practices, 
policies, and accomplishments. 
4. To help interpret the above information 
to the hospital's publics. 
5. To seek out and interpret the attitudes 
of the publics to the hospital. 
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6. To counsel administration on policy. 
In addition, public relations aay concern itself with: 
l. Fund raising to provide necessary monies 
for maintenance and growth. 
2. Recruiting and sustaining vitally necessary 
professional and voluntary working corps. 
Like any goals, these objectives are ideals. Goals are 
fraught by realities which stand in the way of attainment. The 
realities behind these objectives are primarily the many and 
profuse issues confronting today's hospitals. One can only 
understand the situation of modern hospitals, and most impor-
tantly, hospital public relations by first understanding the 
problems and issues of the present. The issues are many, yet 
four probleas seem particularly significant. 
A Sample of Current Problems 
Government Legislation ~ Control: In the beginning of 
this century nearly all United States hospitals were independent, 
voluntary or private. As we have seen government intervention 
in affairs of the hospital began with the advent of the De-
pression. By 1935 the national government investment in hos-
pitals was about three hundred and twenty million dollars. Ten 
years later, after World War II, the investment was two billion. 
By 1961, estimating current replacement values per bed, the 
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total investment by city, state and national government was be-
tween eighteen and twenty billion dollars. Of the 7,000 hos-
pitals in the nation, one-third are either owned or controlled 
by city, state or federal governments, and seventy per cent of 
the capacity (or about 200,000 beds) is goverament owned. 20 
Are we seeing the introduction of socialized medicine? To 
many professionals in the hospital field and in public health 
it appears the role of govermmeat in hospitals--if not in 
medicine in general--will increase rather than become less im-
portant. Behind this thought is the general sociological fact 
of our times that it has become socially unacceptable to ignore 
the suffering of any people. 
Beyond this thought other reasons are generally cited as 
justification for considering government as the "ultimate hos-
pital administrator". Dr. Nathaniel Faxon, M.D., offers at 
least three essential reasons: 
"First, the increasing cost of hospital and 
medical care; on the premise that only govern-
ment can bear this cost. Second, the uneven 
distribution of hospitals and doctors; on the 
premise that government can plan better, can 
better decide where to build, that it can 
use the money from rich states to help 
poorer states, that it can subsidize doctors 
to practice in understaffed areas or even 
force thea through control of education to 
serve post-graduate periods in such areas. 
If this seems impossible, remember that Sweden 
does it. Third, realization that basically 
the health of a community is a government 
20. Risley, Op. Cit., P• 277• 
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responsibility already accepted in part 
through the control of contagious diseases 
and sanitation by Public Health Depart-
ments and the inspection and licensing of 
hospitals by other governaent agencies." 21 
Arguments are equally voiced in opposition to government 
control, the central premises being: the likelihood of in-
efficiency arising from unwieldy bureaucracy with cumbersome 
red tape; the rise in costs of hospital care resulting from 
unnecessary care sought by malingering 11patients"; loss of 
initiative and free choice for hospital, doctor and patient; 
the resulting rise in the tax burden; and finally, the possible 
lowering of medical and hosptal standards. The arguments are 
voiced profusely. 
The immediacy of this problem of government control is as 
recent as the headlines which announced defeat of late Presi-
dent Kennedy's Medicare program, or even the headlines today 
which announce that much the same program will be reintroduced 
to Congress. However, the problem of legislation for govern-
ment control goes far beyond the 1960's. 
In part the controversy began in 1928 with President 
Hoover's CoJII.Jii.ttee om. Costs of Medical Care and its "shocking" 
recommem.dations published in 1932. In 1935, the medical issue 
again came into public view. In that y~ar Social Security was 
enacted and established the first national compulsory social 
21. Faxon, Op. Cit., PP• 270-271. 
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insurance plan, which could easily have included medical care 
in addition to old age and unemployment benefits. Organized 
medicine rebuffed the plan and registered determined opposition 
to this "third wheel on the social security wagonu. The medi-
cal issue remained through 1936 when the Social Security 
Board initiated a study looking toward "possible proposal" of 
a major health insurance addition to the social security system. 
Aided by the propaganda of the National Health Conference 
active in 1938, the controversy continued, only to have the 
show-down postponed by World War II. Nontheless throughout 
those war years the bills on health insurance continued to 
be introduced to Congress. After the War, President Truman 
designated compulsory health insurance as an official admin-
istration program. The triumph of the A.M.A. in the resulting 
22 battle of 1949-50 is reminiscent of the Kennedy-A.M.A. tussle. 
The issue of government intervention is not new. Critics 
are still heard telling the far-reaching consequences such 
proposals could spell for hospitals and medicine. One example 
given is that of Canada where in 1958 the federal and pro-
vincial governments began running a hospitalization program 
that covers slightly less than 100% of the country's eighteen 
million people. Under the program--which cost $54o million in 
1961=-all hospital construction is subject to government 
approval, and, to keep a check on equipment, the provincial 
22. Bryan, Maes E. Public Relations in Medical Practice. Bal-
timore: Williams & Wilkins,:i954. p~. B-10. 
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governments each year review hospital budgets. As the 
critic was prompt to point out, nothing so far-reaching is 
contained in the Medicare proposal; but, with any such program 
it seems likely the government will take a "stronger, persua-
sive role even if it sidesteps more direct review of these 
costs of building and rUDJling hospitals."23 In other words, 
one must ask: Is this indicative of things to come? 
In order to meet this problem the hospital is finding it 
must educate the public. First, because of its general econ-
oaic situation, the hospital must either spend more time ob-
taining the financial support of the coJIIIlunity or fall back 
on increased governmental help. Beyond this, the hospital 
needs the moral support of the community and of each voting 
citizen in that community. For in the end, law is really the 
response to the pressures of a profession or other organized 
group AND of public opinion. Unfortunately, law is not always 
based on abstract justice, and it may be public opinion which 
forces favorable or unfavorable legislation. 
Rising Costs: There is no dispate that hospital expenses 
--and rates--are increasing. Expenses of running hospitals 
are bounding upward at a rate of 5% a year. In the first 
fifteen years after World War II, while the Consumer Price 
23. "Why Hospital Costs Are Soaring," Business Week, June 24, 
1961. P• 163. ----
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Index climbed 66%, the cost of medical care moved up 87%; 
hospital rates almost trebled. Initial expenses of setting 
up a new hospital or of adding to an old one run to $20,000 
per bed in most parts of the country. The bed that cost 
$20,000 to install also costs $20,000 to maintain every three 
24 years. 
These increases are due to many causes, both immediate 
aad in the past. 
The initial reason rests again in the loss of philanthropic 
support. Before the Depression hospitals were able to maintain 
a rate structure that in ordinary business would have led to 
insolvency. With the loss of this support, hospitals had to 
take a more business-like approach. In this new era hospitals 
had to get more and more support from the people who were using 
their facilities; altered rate structures were a necessity. 
As a result today payments for service rendered--either from 
patients or organizations responsible for their care--provide 
75% or more of a hospital's income; direct annual gifts or 
earnings on endowments provide (hopefully) the additional 
25 25%. 
The more immediate reasons for the spiraling cycle of 
hospital costs are many: new and costly medical advances; the 
24. Ibid., P• 160. 
25. Faxon, Op. Cit., P• 267. 
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general upward trend in prices of supplies and equipment and 
of salaries and wages; the larger ratio of nurses and other 
employees to patients; complex and varied diagnostic and 
treatment procedures; improvement of service; multiplication 
and duplication of professional functions and equipment; more 
private and semi-private services; increase in the amount and 
quality of food; shorter length of stay and fluctuating occu-
26 pancy. 
~oday the American public puts out 120 billion annually 
on medical care which is 6~ of their disposable income. In 
1950, it took only 4~.27 It is this recent change which has 
brought forth public clamor. As one commentator on this 
subject remarked: 
"From the statistician's long-term view-
point, what has happened to medical care 
costs since 1945 is not much out of line 
with the pace of general price increases. 
But from the viewpoint of the ordinary 
fellow who is paying the doctor's bill and 
paying or sharing the cost of health in-
surance, what matters is the steep in-
creases in the last half dozen or so 
years. In this time while the CPI has 
climbed 25%, the cost of medical care 
has gone up 50~." 28 
26. Corwin, Op. Cit., P• 51, and Block, Louis. Hospital Trends. 
Chicago: Hospital Topics, 1956. P• 79. 
21. "Health Insurance: Why Spending Is Soaring," Business !..!.!!.• 
June 24, 1961. P• 148. 
28. Ibid., P• 147. 
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These price boosts have put some obvious public pressure 
on health insurance companies, thereby helping to raise the 
growing chorus of complaint. Traditionally the insurance com-
panies,as well as most Blue Cross plans, have not involved 
themselves in the problem of controlling costs of services, 
beyond watching for fradulent claims. However, in the past 
few years as public dissatisfaction with the insurance plans 
has grown, pressure has been mounting to make Blue Cross re-
sponsible for watchhg costs and hospital efficiency. The Plans 
have generally been slow to respond. In some cities, however, 
this new force is being felt. 
One general example is Philadelphia Blue Cross, one of 
the most progressive in the country. In 1959 it sought to ~et 
up a new system; instead of simply paying the cost of a hos-
pital's services to a plan member, it would put a premium on 
efficiency and quality of the hospital care. Ittook two years 
of negotiation for Blue Cross to "sell" its new system to the 
hospitals, and now other Blue Cross plans are studying the 
Philadelphia system and deciding whether they should adopt 
it to their areas.29 
It becomes obvious at this point that the hospital is ex-
periencing the force of public pressure from at least three 
sources: in the preceding section one saw the pressure from 
certain segments of the public for government legislation on 
29. "Why Hospital Costs Are Soaring," Op. Cit., P• 164. 
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compulsory health insurance; now one can see not only the 
direct pressure brought to bear on the hospital because of 
rising costs, but the more indirect pressure being felt through 
the insurance companies and hospital service plans. All of 
these pressures have their root in public opinion and/or 
dissatisfaction. The need to instruct the public concerning 
the hospital and its financial structure becomes increasingly 
important. Mary Risley has emphasized this fact: 
ttA public education program should be spon-
sored by voluntary hospitals to make their 
financial structure understood and appre-
ciated. If the average patient hopes to 
continue to rely on a hospital built and 
managed by the people in his own community, 
he will have to take a greater interest in 
donating time and money to keeping it 'out 
of the red' and free from the financial 
necessity of becoming a government institution 
••• There is no doubt that hospital costs 
will increase ••• It is an unavoidable fact 
that we will have to spend more money on 
health and hospitals ••• The average private 
citizen will have to take more interest in 
hospitals. He is going to be forced to do 
so. He will either donate more by paying 
extra taxes for health care, or he can do-
nate voluntarily and keep the traditional 
personal warmth in his neighborhood hospital 
that comes from individual participation 
and concern for its survival." 30 
The individual citizen, indeed, must take a greater 
interest; but, before his interest can be aroused, he must be 
armed with the facts that only a hospital can tell about 
itself. 
30. Risley, Op. Cit., P• 2y0. 
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!!! Threat ~ Unions: Hospital workers, public employees 
and farm workers are the three largest unorganized groups of 
workers in the country.31 Today the hospital employs over 
1,500,000 workers in its 7,000 institutions and the number 
is steadily increasing.32 
The changing patterns of hospital and medical care 
practices, the constant growth in the number of hospital beds, 
the shortened stay and need for greater concentrated care are 
just a few of many trends which are propelling this increase 
in the hospital working force. 
Changing medical practices require more personnel time 
per patient; the American Hospital Association says it takes 
2.32 employees per patient and that the number is steadily in-
creasing toward three employees per patient. In 1946, hos-
pitals had well over 829,000 workers; by 1955 the number had 
risen to one and a quarter million--an increase of 50%. The 
result is that the hospital is spending between 60% and 70% 
of its operating dollar in salaries, and that it has come to 
depend more and more on the loyalty and industriousness of 
its working staff.33 
"'fhe most perplexing problem of hospital personnel manage-
31. Cohodes, Aaron. uwhat Hospitals Are Doing About Unions," 
MOdern Hospital, February, 1961. P• 81. 
32. Risley, Op. Cit., P• 278. 
33. Block, Op. Cit., PP• 52-53· 
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ment at the present time is the formation of unions, the 
recognition of such, and the possibility that employees will 
strike to enforce their demands."34 The threat of unionization 
has 8ecome a current problem for the modern hospital. As 
recently as 1960 across the nation there were some 350 attempts 
at unionization among nonprofessional hospital workers. About 
200 of these attempts succeeded,and most led directly to 
higher wages. 35 In New York City this problem came to public 
view when in May, 1959, between 1,000 and 3,500 workers (the 
figure is disputed) struck six.•ajor hospitals. There were 
1,400 patients in these hospitals at the time, and to patients 
and hospital volunteers who met the crisis ttthe issue that 
caused the strike seemed no more than a squabble.n36 Soon 
after the strike Local 1199 of the Retail Drug Employees Union 
reported that there were 8,000 hospital employee members in 
22 institutions in the New York metropolitan area, and that 
recruitment efforts were continuing. If this assertion were 
true, this union then is the largest local of hospital em-
ployees in the country.37 
There are arguments on both sides of this question. Those 
justifying the workers' demands cite figures such as these for 
34. Bachmeyer & Hartman, Op. Cit., p. 652. 
35. "Why Hospital Costs Are Soaring," Op. Cit., p. 166. 
36. "Strike and a Hospital," Newsweek, May 18, 1959. PP• 32-33· 
37. Cohodes, Op. Cit. 
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New York City: 
"A. typical wage in New York is S4o a week 
or less. The Welfare Department estimate, 
never a luxurious one, is that 172 a week 
is the minimum amount necessary to support 
a faaily of four." 38 
Others point to the philosophy of hospitals which they claim 
still exists in some quarters: 
"It is still held in some quarters that those 
who serve in hospitals occupy a position 
somewhere between full-paid workers in in-
dustry and volunteers working out of devo-
tional motives and that they should make 
sacrifices in salary because of the char-
itable nature of the enterprise. A.ccording 
to this point of view, no employee may 
complain of being exploited since he 
entered hospital service more or less out 
of philanthropic motives. Taerefore, econ-
omies can be accomplished by one stroke 
of the pen to balance financial losses 
from other sources. The eaployee's con-
tribution is thus increased at the expense 
of his income." 39 
Some writers feel that hospitals will undoubtedly change 
the wage patterns, and that "the development of a finer sense 
of responsibility on the part of hospitals generally toward 
their workers may be noted with some satisfaction,and improve-
ments will doubtless be made without the influence of the 
4o picket." Whether the worker is truly justified in joining 
the ranks of organized labor, or whether hospital administration 
38. Risley, Op. Cit., P• 278. 
39. Bachmeyer & Hartman, Op. Cit., P• 648. 
4o. Ibid., P• 648. 
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generally is to be criticized is a moot qaestion. It does 
seem apparent that this conflict will eventually be resolved. 
However, it seems equally apparent that union movements will 
have a definite effect on hospitals in the next decades, both 
by raising costs and by bringing the hospital further into 
the spotlight of public opinion. 
Shortage £! Professional Personnel: The chronic need for 
additional nurses and doctors has been brought more and more 
to public attention in recent years. National, professional 
and other organizations have instituted programs aimed at 
student recruitment and improvement of educational facilities. 
In the interim, the burden of this shortage has been particu-
larly felt by the individual hospital. Patients complain of 
the shortage of nurses; hospitals find, despite matching pro-
grams, vacancies in their openings for interns and residents. 
For this reason the hospital has attempted to recruit nurses 
and to stimulate interest in careers in nursing and medicine 
in its own coamunity ••• a task the hospital will undoubtedly 
have to enlarge. 
Nurses: The United States Public Health Service has put 
the problem of nursing shortages quite succinctly: 
"Although the number of nurses in practice 
has increased substantially, demands for 
nursing service have increased even faster. 
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"" 
Rising rates of hospitalization, growth 
in public and voluntary health agencies, 
the rapid advance of medical science, 
and increased employment of nurses in 
doctors' offices have so expanded the 
demand for nursing services that the 
shortage has become a critical national 
problem.'' 41 
In the United States in 1962 there were 550,000 profession-
al nurses in practice, with three out of five serving on hos-
pital staffs. 42 By 1970, it is estimated there will be needed 
850,000 nurses, including 300,000 with an academic degree. 43 If 
estimates are correct, however, there will only be 650,000 to 
680,000 nurses by 1970. 44 
What this will mean to the hospital of tomorrow is reflected 
in studies conducted today. In New York City, over half of the 
positions for professional nurses in public hospitals were un-
filled in 1961; in Los Angeles' private and public hospitals 
the number was 25-30 per cent; and in a study of all general 
hospitals in the state of Massachusetts, it was found 20% of 
the positions were unfilled. 45 As a consequence, the Public 
Health Service reports: 
41. u.s. Department of Health, Education & Welfare. Toward 
Qualitz l! Nursing: Report£!!!! Surgeon General's 
Consultant Group ~ Nursing, Public Health Publication 
#992. Washington, D.C.: Government Printing Office, 
1963. P• 3. 
42. Ibid., P• 9. 
43. Ibid., P• 15. 
44. Ibid., P• 21. 
45. Ibid., P• 15. 
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:: 
"This pragmatic solution to the problem 
of shortages has produced an alarming 
dilution of the quality of service. In 
some hospitals the use of auxiliary 
workers has reached such extreme pro-
portions that nursing aides give as 46 much as 80% of the direct nursing care." 
The solution as seen by Public Health is embodied in its 
list of recommendations for: 
1. study of present systems of nursing 
education 
2. stimulation of recruitment to schools 
of nursing 
3. assistance to schools of nursing to ex-
pand and improve the quality of educa-
tional prograas 
4. assistance to professional nurses for 
advanced training 
5. assistance to hospitals and health 
agencies to iaprove utilization and 
training of nursing personnel 
6. increased support for research 47 
These recolllllendations seem to strike the keynote; not:~:"only 
must efforts oe made to improve the quantity and quality of 
nurses, but the hospital must do its part--through its schools 
of nursing, its methods of utilizing present nursing forces, 
and through recruitment efforts. 
Physicians: The need for physicians is nearly as chronic. 
According to the Report of the Surgeon General's Consultant 
46. Ibid., P• 15. 
47. Ibid., PP• 55-57. 
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Group on Medical Education, in 1959 there were 235,000 doctors 
of medicine and 14,000 doctors of osteopathy for a population 
of 177 million people, or 141 physicians per 100,000. In 
terms of the future, the Consultant Group reports: 
"To maintain the present ratio of physicians 
to population (141 per 100,000) will require 
a total of 330,000 physicians by 1975. If 
schools continue to produce at their presently 
planned levels, the number by then would be 
only 313,000. To have 330,000 physicians 
by 1975 will require 11,000 graduates a 
year by that time, 3,600 aore than the 
present number or alaost a 50 per cent 
increase in output." 48 
The Consultant Group sees need for improved recruitment 
of and financial support for qualified students, improvements 
within and incease of medical school facilities, and greater 
financial aid generally for basic operating expenditures, 
research and construction,of medical training facilities. 
The need for doctors and nurses today and the shortages 
which seem likely in 1975 will doubtless have profound effects 
on the hospital. Efforts aimed at gaining financial support 
and new recruits will be aade in coming years to overcome the 
predicted shortages. Because the hospital will be so vitally 
effected--as it is even today-it aust both explain these 
48. u.s. Department of Health, Education and Welfare. Ph1sicians 
£2£ ~Growing America: Report ~~Surgeon General's 
Consultant GHoup ~ Medical Education, Public Health 
Publication 709. Washington, D.C.: u.s. Government 
Printing Office, 1959. P• 12. 
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shortages to the public and pla~ an increasing role in the 
body of health agencies attempting to solve the problem. 
The Importance of Community Relations 
Having seen the problems faced by hospitals--past and 
present--it is obvious that community relations is one of the 
most pressing needs of the voluntary, community hospital today. 
Problems faced in the past gradually forced hospitals to 
realize their need of the public's financial and moral support; 
the problems facing hospitals today and in the future seem to 
draw even greater importance to this field of community rela-
tions. 
Administrators are beginning to recognize this importance 
of community relations. In a study based upon interviews of 
one hundred hospital adainistrators located throughout the 
United States, researchers found "Comaunity Relations" placed 
sixth among the major problems faced by administrators in 
order of frequency. 49 Hospitals as a whole and the individual 
hospital must seek to educate and win the favor of its publics. 
Mach of the effort aimed at combating public misunder-
standing and ignorance has been launched on a national basis 
49. Prall, Charles E. Problems ~ Hospital Administration. 
Chicago: Physicians Record Company, 1948. P• 9. 
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by professional, public and independent organizations. Nonthe-
less, the individual hospital must answer to its own community. 
It must win that individual community's financial support, 
while a.;t the saae time answering criticism directed at itself 
and in the broader sense, at hospitals generally. 
What then can the individual hospital do in gaining public 
favor? How can it reach the community efficiently and effec~ 
tively? 
* * * 
:: 
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CHAPTER III 
A NEW .APPROACH? 
In the past hospitals have a~swered this question of 
individual communication by establishing publicity departments, 
making some member of their organization responsible for 
publicity efforts, or generally adopting in some way the com-
munications methods most frequently implemented by industry. 
It is the purpose of this thesis to propose another approach 
to communication between the hospital and its community, to 
propose and test the merit of a communications channel to the 
community other than pure publicity. This approach does not 
attempt to outline what the content of such communication 
should be. The approach merely questions the ap~~rently stead-
fast belief of hospi~als today that publicity directed at the 
reading community and the "well placed release" are the sole, 
all-inclusive answer to communications problems. 
Some hospital administrators and even public relations 
directors point proudly to a file drawer of press clippings 
and call it effective communication. It is hypothesized, how-
ever, that one personal, informative good word--hospital em-
ployee to neighbor, club president to members, neighbor to 
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neighbor--is worth a thousand column inches. Public relations 
and community communications do not begin with publicity, bro-
chures or an occasional tour alone; it begins~~ hospital 
with the "internal/external publics". By this term is meant 
the doctors, auxilians, employees and trustees who are at one 
and the same time a part of the hospital family and a part of 
the community with their own spheres of influence. The 
"internal/external public" is the .employee who belongs to the 
Y.M.C.A., the trustee who also serves the Chamber of Commerce, 
the auxilian who is a member of the local Women's Club. Each 
serTes a role within and apart from the hospital, and each has 
potential power to help or hara the hospital. 
The hypothesis is basically that internal groups are 
essentially word-of-mouth publicists in the community. Because 
of their association with the hospital, they ARE the hospital 
in the eyes of the community's citizens. It is founded on 
the empirically tested premise that face-to-face communication 
is more effective than written communication. As Wilbur 
Schramm says: 
"Face-to-face discourse is generally re-
garded as the most effective instrument 
ot. pedagogy and persuasion by virtue of 
such capabilities as flexibility, immedi-
ate provision of reward or punishment, 
and other characteristics deriving directly 
from the personal relationship involved." 50 
50. Schramm, Wilbur (ed.) ~Process!!! Effects~!!!! 
Communication. Urbana: Univ. Of Illinois, 1961. P• 105. 
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It has often been said, "Public relatioas, like charity, 
begins at home." Though admittedly trite, there is truth in 
the statement. However, no one has yet applied this statement 
to hospitals or tried to measure the extent to which these 
publics have direct contact in the community. It was the 
purpose of this thesis to examine one hospital and its "internal/ 
external publics" and to answer three key questions: 
1. What is the average sphere of influ-
ence of the "internal/external publics", 
naJD.ely, doctor, trustee, employee, 
auxilian? 
2. How does the present public relations 
program attempt to reach and inform 
these publics? 
3. What changes can be recommended to 
improve relatioas with the community 
at large through effective relations 
with the 11internal/external publicstt? 
The Hospital Center at Orange -- A Case Study 
There are many kinds of hospitals in America today. How-
ever, it was felt necessary to limit this study to the broad, 
general category of the community hospital operated under the 
auspices of a voluntary organization for non-profit purposes 
where general medical and surgical care is offered. This 
excludes several important types of medical institution, such 
as the tax-supported hospitals, those offering treatment of 
specific diseases such as tuberculosis, mental disorders, etc., 
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and those proprietary hospitals operated for profit. 
The particular hospital studied was The Hospital Center 
at Orange, New Jersey, a 407-bed voluntary institution serving 
250,000 residents in seven small suburban New York communities. 
The Center consists of two hospitals: one a medical-surgical 
institution founded in 1873; the other an orthopaedic hospital 
founded in 1903. These two hospitals merged in 1950 to form 
a medical center comparable to those formerly found only in 
large metropolitan areas. The Hospital Center also includes 
a school of nursing, maternity section, and an institute for 
radiotherapy. At present the Center is served by over 900 
workers in professional, skilled and semi-skilled positions, 
500 women as active and associate volunteers in two auxiliaries, 
400 doctors on active and courtesy staffs and 45 trustees. 
As a voluntary institution of this size, The Hospital 
Center approximates the average American hospital; over half 
of the 7,000 hospitals in this country are voluntary, non-
profit institutions.5l The problems faced by this hospital 
are generally the same as those faced by all hospitals as seen 
in Chapter II. This hospital, as all American hospitals, is 
called upon to communicate with its community and its internal 
publics for the purpose of maintaining understanding and 
support. 
51. "Why Hospital Costs Are Soaring?", Op. Cit. 
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The Public Relations Program 
Since the early 1950's The Hospital Center has maintained 
a formal public relations program. At first part-time repre-
sentatives performed this function which was later assumed 
by a member of the administrative staff. Finally,in 1957, 
public relations was established as a separate department under 
the supervision of a full-tiae director. 
It has been the purpose of this department since its in-
ception to "maintain favorable public, press, patient, medical 
staff, auxiliary, employee and co-unity relations.n52 In 
order to reach these publics the public relations department 
has developed a program directed at both the "i•ternal" and 
"external" groups, as seen in the following outline. 
External Publics: Generally considered in this group by 
the hospital are the press, community and patients. 
Press: Regular news and photo releases are made to daily 
and weekly newspapers as well as magazines. In addition to 
processing birth notices to the papers, the department services 
emergency calls from the press on accident cases, admission 
of celebrities, etc. 
52. Interview with Hospital Center Director of Public Relations. 
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Patients: The two major vehicles in patient communication 
are a general information booklet distributed at admission 
and a patient opinion questionnaire mailed after discharge. 
The Center enjoys a 52% return on over 3,000 questionnaires 
mailed annually; when indicated these questionnaires are 
answered via personal letters. In addition, the hospital pro-
vides a special maternity packet of booklets for new mothers, 
a "Patientgram" (e.g., Telegram) for special notices of in-
terest to patients (e.g., fire drills) and maintains a V.I.P. 
List including trustees and donors so that personal contact 
may be made should these persons be admitted as patients. 
Community: Publicity is the chief instrument of contact 
with the community through public and private media. In 
addition to stories filed with two metropolitan dailies and 
local weeklies, the hospital maintains a mailing list of 
10,000 residents. This group bi-monthly receives the hospital 
house organ, a four-page publication containing news as well 
as features. Fund raising efforts also bring the hospital 
community notice. Included in this program is a Christmas 
concert sponsored by the hospital's medical staff, a Christmas 
appeal in the house organ for support of indigent patients, 
and, most importantly, an annual ice skating show featuring 
world amateur figure skating chaapions. (This affair attracts 
nearly 6,000 spectators and much community interest.) Special 
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appeals and hospital participation in the United Community 
Services Fund Drive (Red Feather) are among the other fund 
raising efforts. 
Internal Publics: This group is generally considered to 
include the doctors, auxilians, employees and trustees. 
Doctors: The chief vehicle of contact is the "Medical 
Staff Newsletter," a monthly publication containing information 
of particular interest to doctors. (This publication originates 
froa an administrator and only the mailing is handled by the 
public relations depatment.) In addition, bulletin boards and 
special notices provide information on a more immediate basis. 
Trustees: Outside of the house organ, a monthly Public 
Relations Departmental Report and occasional reprints of im-
portant articles or news stories, public relations contact 
with the trustee is limited. Like the doctors, the trustees 
are ~rt of the formal power structure of the hospital--the 
third member being the administrator. Much of their contact 
with the hospital is obtained thro•gh meetings an~or minutes 
of those meetings, as well as personal contact with adminis-
tration. 
Auxilians: In addition to the house organ, the auxiliaries; 
maintain internal communication with the assistance and guidance 
of public relations. The department guides both auxiliaries 
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in the composition of their two aajor publications, an orienta-
tion booklet and a bi-annual newsletter. 
Employees: The house organ--including a special one-page 
insert on employee news--is supplemented by bulletin board 
notices and payroll enclosures. Though no orientation booklet 
presently exists, such a publication has been in the process 
of being assembled over the past year. 
This outline describes the on-going projects directed at 
each public; however, it must be remembered that public rela-
tions is not a static program. There are annual as well as 
"special" projects which reach each of these publics, e.g., 
special touns, annual report, holiday programs for patients, 
participation in community health fairs, displays, etc. Nor 
does this outline account for the crossi•g of "public" lines, 
for example, the auxilian married to the doctor--she reads the 
"Medical Staff Newsletter"; he reads the auxiliary publications. 
This outline merely attempts to set in some descriptive form 
the major projects aimed at each public on a continuing basis. 
But what of these publics? What is their power to help 
or aurt the hospital? Why are they important? 
The Power of the Publics 
Patients: Because of the emotionally-charged situation 
present in the hospital-patient relationship, the citizen-
patient can be a positive public relations force if he is 
happy with his treatment. Conversely, he can be a potent 
negative force if he finds treatment poor, or if he doesn't 
understand rates and method of payment. He will be prompt to 
"spread the word" which results in poor hospital reputation 
as well as withhold any possible contribution. 
Medical Staff: Though representatives serves as adminis-
trators {as members of the Board of Trustees) the medical 
staff's chief concern with the hospital is in relation to the 
patient. For this reason it is essential that each doctor be 
aware of the variety of hospital problems and capable of ex-
pla~ing the hospital's position to the patient. On the other 
hand, he himself aust be contented; as Cutlip and Center wrote, 
"A contented staff {is) essential to the best service and 
growth of the hospital." An informed staff with a sound 
working relationship with administration and trustees is 
essential to a hospital's successful operation. 
Auxiliaas: It is the volunteer who relieves the over-
burdened nurses by providiag time and energies so that the 
money necessary to supply those services can be used in some 
other way. Each year there is an expanding need for their 
services and a growing list of duties they can perform. Their 
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presence often influences the ultimate picture the patient 
and his visitors carry home. These women must, therefore, 
be oriented, informed and made to feel a sense of importance 
and pride in their work. 
Trustees: The Board is ultimately responsible for the 
operation of the hospital. Because of their association with 
the hospital and because these trustees are often men and 
women of prominent importance in the community, they must 
have an extremely positive feeling about the hospital, be well 
informed and be enthusiastic in their desire to represent the 
institution and to transmit the hospital story. 
Employees: To some public relations men this public con-
stitutes the single most important group. The employee public 
has the greatest breadth of influence in the hospital, not 
only in their performance of their duties, but in the personal 
contact they have with doctors, volunteers and patients. Their 
morale and attitude can be potent forces in shaping the total 
hospital image in the ainds of others. 
Community: As contributors and voting citizens, the 
community is a powerful public. Reaching this community, in-
forming and interpreting the hospital to the community and 
obtaining its opinions and reconciling hospital-community ex-
pectations is the aim of hospital public relations. 
If this 11CommuD.ity11 is to be coDsidered the ultimate 
audience, then one must return to the primary question asked 
in this thesis: Would public relations efforts directed at 
the homogeneous groups within the hospital create an opeD 
channel to the community? Do these internal groups really 
have contact in the community? The following chapter describes 
the study which was conducted to answer this question, and 
reports the findings as they apply to at least one voluntary 
hospital. 
• • • 
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CHAPTER IV 
ASSESSMENT OF EACH PUBLIC'S SCOPE OF INFLUENCE 
AND THEIR MEANS OF OBTAINING INFORMATION ABOUT THE HOSPITAL 
Methodology 
In order to estimate the power of the "internal/external 
publics" a mail questionnaire was originated and sent to each 
of the major publics. Because of the relatively small size 
of each public, the entire universe received a questionnaire: 
210 doctors on active staff, 246 active auxilians, 42 trustees, 
and 8?0 full-time employees. 
Following a pre-test and necessary revisions of both the 
cover letter and questionnaire (see Appendix) 1,368 question-
naires were mailed. Though the respondents were guaranteed 
anonymity, the questionnaires were color coded so that upon 
return they could be re-divided into appropriate groups, i.e., 
doctors, employees, etc. The initial mailing was followed 
nine days later by a reminder notice urging respondents to 
return the questionnaire. The total response was 596 ques-
tionnaires or a 43.5% return. 
The questionnaire itself contained both closed- and open-
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ended items relating to behavioral patterns of the respondents. 
The ~uestions were designed so that the following information 
might be obtained: 
1. What contacts does each group have in 
the community? How numerous? With whom? 
2. What kind of information about the hos-
pital do these groups volunteer or in 
other ways provide their community asso-
ciates? How often? To whom? 
3. How do these publics obtain the infor-
mation they release? What vehicles of 
the internal communications program of 
the hospital do they read? 
4. What is each public's concept of the 
hospital's reputation in the community? 
5. How accurate is each public's very basic 
knowledge of the financial position of 
the hospital? 
6. How well inforaed 4o these people feel 
themselves to be? 
?. Do any of these factors vary with the 
length of time spent at the hospital 
or the length of their association 
with the institution? 
Findings 
Community Contacts: Among all the "internal/external 
publicsn the auxilians and trustees are most active in community 
organizations. The trustees ranked highest, holding an average 
per capita membership in 3.2 organizations. The auxilians 
were next at 2.?,and the doctors followed at 2.4 memberships 
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per person. The employees were considerably below all other 
groups at 1.6 organizations with 139 respondents claiming they 
belonged to no organizations whatever. If one eliminated this 
latter group and took only those employees acknowledging some 
types of memberships, the per capita average rose to 2.2. 
The type of organization varied with each group as indi-
cated in Table #l below. It will be noted that among doctors, 
professional organizations outnumbered all other types of 
memberships. Auxilians were found most active in social organ-
izations, a category which includes Y.M.-Y.W.C.A.'s, Junior 
Leagues, Women's Clubs, bowling groups, etc. Among trustees 
civic agencies ranked highest; included in this category were 
all non-profit organizations devoted to public service, such as 
TABLE #1* 
TYPE OF GROUP AFFILIATION HELD BY EACH PUBLIC 
Doctors Auxilians Employees Trustees 
Social Groups 11.29% i 34.55% 22.60% 16.04% 
Professional Assns. 58.46% 1.22% 16.81% 4.93% 
Church Organizations 12.09% 22.79% 21.10% 11.11% 
Civic Agencies 3.62% 13.97% 2.71% 34.56% 
Country Clubs 8.87% 9.31% .36% 23.45% 
P.T.A.'s 2.41% 7.10% 3-97% .oo% 
Alwani Assns. 2.41% 4.90% 7.95% 4.93% 
No memberships .40% 6.12% 24.95% 2.46% 
No response .40% .oo% .oo% 2.46% 
• Percentages are based on the responses of 101 doctors, 143 auxil-
ians, 327 employees and 25 trustees. 
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the Red Cross, Citizens' Councils, orphanages, etc. In the 
employee group claiming some type of memberships, social groups 
and church organizations ranked highest. 
!z2! 2£ Information Given: Questioned if the hospital ever 
comes into conversations outside the hospital, an outstanding 
percentage in each group answered nyes": Doctors, 98.21%; 
Trustees, 96%; Auxilians, 95.80%; Employees, 81.43%. Asked 
if the respondent ever volunteers such information, again the 
greatest percentage replied affirmatively; Trustees, 92%; 
Auxilians, 90.90%; Doctors, 85.14%; Employees, 72.17%. 
The key question, however, was what type of information 
is generally volunteered. As Table #2 (see page .~n indicates, 
the respondent's own duties at the hospital, hospital .care 
and hospital costs were ranked among the highest for each 
public. 
This set of categories established by the respondents 
also appears to profile the interests of each group; whereas 
administrative policy seeDSof topical importance to doctors 
and trustees, it is of much less importance to the auxilians 
and employees. Careful study of these figures reveals the 
divergence of interests among the groups in certain topic 
areas. 
Because it was felt the respondents might not necessarily 
volunteer information, the question was asked: "Are you ever 
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TABLE #2 
TYPES OF INFORMATION VOLUNTEERED 
Type of Information Doctors Auxi.lians Employees Trustees 
"About my work" 13.11% 43.82% 30.90% 5-17% 
Hospital Care (includ-
ing nursing shortages 46.72% 25.53% 26.36% 20.68% 
and indigent care) 
Hospital Costs 30.32% 11.48% 15.68% 24.13% 
--· 
Administrative Policy 6.55% .oo% 3.63% 8.62% 
Hospital Reputation 5.65% 3.82% 3.86% 3.44% 
Medical Equipment 4.91% .oo% 3.86% .oo% 
Buildings & Facilities 7.37% 4.28% 2.72% 10.34% 
Research 4.09% .oo% .90% 1.12% 
Fund Raising 4.91% .85% 1.13% 5.17% 
Medical & House Staffs 4.09% 2.12% 4.09% 5.17% 
Employees .oo% 1.23% 4.5I% 3.44% 
Food 3.27% 2.12% .45% 5.17% 
Auxiliary .00% 4.68% .68% 1.12% 
School of Nursing 6.55% .oo% 1.36% 3.44% 
asked questions about The Hospital Center by your friends or 
acquaintances?" The responses in this question area were 
overwhelmingly affirmative: Doctors, 92.07%; Employees, 86.24%; 
Trustees, 84.00%; Auxilians, 79.71%. Probing farther the 
respondents were asked if they ever found any of the questions 
difficult to answer. As Table #3 (see page ~9) indicates the 
answers were generally negative. Among those who responded that 
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TABLE #3 
RESPONDENTS FINDING DIFFICULTY IB ANSWERING QUESTIONS 
Have Difficulty Doctors Auxilians Employees Trustees 
Yes 27.95% 26.30% 29.88% 23.90% 
No 62.36% 70.17% 69.14% 73.80% 
No response .oo% 3.50% 1.06% 4.76% 
TABLE #4 
DIFFICULT TOPIC AREAS 
Topic Areas Doctors Aurilians Employees Trustees 
Hospital Costs 2?.58% 31.03% 25.20% 33.33% 
Hospital Care 31.03% 25.86% 30.08% 33.33% 
Administrative Policy 13.79% 3.44% 3-25% .OO% 
Food 5·17% 8.62% 4.87% .oo% 
Buildiag, Facilities 8.62% 6.89% 3.25% .oO% 
"My work at the 
1.?2% 8.62% 1.62% .oo% hospital" 
School of Nursing 3.44% 1.72% .oo% .oo% 
Equ.ipm.en t 5.17% .oo% .81% .OO% 
Employees 
.oo% 5.17% 8.94% .oo% 
Medical Staff •oo% 8.62% 11.38% 16.66% 
Auxiliary 
.oo% .oO% .oO% 16.66% 
Hospital Reputation 3.44% l .oo% 4.06% .oo% 
Technical Questions 
"' 
.oo 1 .oO% 6.50% .oo% 
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TABLE #5 
INTERNAL/EXTERNAL PUBLICS' AUDIENCES 
Audiences Doctors Auxilians Employees Trustees 
Imlllediate Family 53-59% 4?.55% 62.18% 42.50% 
Friends 23.95% 28.00% 26.39% 50.00% 
People in clu'bs to 
7-74% 15.55% I 7.61% 15.00% which I belong 
Mere acquaintances 8.46% 8.88% 3.80% 17.50% 
TABLE #6 
FREQUENCY OF CONVERSATIONS REGARDING HOSPITAL SUBJECTS 
Frequency Doctors Auxilians Employees Trustees 
Constantly: every 15.84% 2.79% 11.31% 4.00% day or more often 
Frequently: once or 19.80% 20.97% 24.15% 24.00% more a week 
Ofte:n: several times 30.79% 37-76% 32.41% I 48.00% a month I 
I 
Seldoa 32.67% 36.36% 30.58% I 20.00% 
No response 
.OO% 2.09% 1.52% .OO% 
th•1 encountered difficulty, the topic areas seemed to cen-
tralize around hospital care and costs as seen in Table #4 (see 
page 59.) 
Knowing the topics brought out in such conversations--
whether volunteered or in answer to direct questions--seems 
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inadequate unless one knows to whoa and how often such infor-
aation is given. Tables #5 and #6 (see page 60) indicate 
that the four groups are rather siailar in their behavior, 
giving information to their immediate family or friends at a 
general frequency of several tiaes per month. 
Means of Obtaining Information: What vehicles of the 
present information program or other sources do these publics 
use in order to keep abreast of hospital affairs? In order 
to obtain such information, the respondents were given a check-
list of possible sources pl•s space for writing in additional 
sources. They were then asked to indicate their primary 
source of information. 
Based on frequency of mention, the results of the re-
sponses are given in Tables #? and #8 on pages 62 and 63. The 
most frequently mentioned vehicles among doctors and among 
auxilians were those directed especially to those groups--
the "Medical Staff Newsletter" and the bi-annual auxiliary 
newsletter ("The Grapevine"), respectively. The trustees 
most frequently mentioned the category of "Minutes from 
various meetingstt, which seeas to reflect their administrative 
association with the hospital. fhe employees, however, instead 
of chosing the vehicle carrying their group's news--the house 
organ, "Good Health Jfews"--indicated the category "friends 
at the hospital" most frequently; "Good Health News" was 
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TABLE #7 
CUMMULATIVE SOURCES OF HOSPITAL INFORMATION 
News Sources !Doctors Auxilians Employees Trustees 
Medical Staff Newsletter 25.50% 4.53% 12.24% 15.13% 
• Newark News 9.91% 13.78% 13-59% 12.60% (metropolitan daily) 
Good Health News 6.40% 1}.17% 1}.12% 1?.65% (house organ) 
Grapevine (auxiliary 4.02% 2}.10% 4.58% 4.20% bi-annual newsletter) 
Star-Ledger 1.44% 1.18% 4.4}% 5.88% (metropolitan daily) 
Minutes of meetings 15.?6% 10.22% 4.97% 18.48% 
Bulletin Boards 16.12% 8.06% 1?.46% .OO% 
M:r hometown newspaper 1.88% 4.92% }.95% 2.52% 
Friends at the 14.32% I 16.91% 18.63% 9.24% hospital 
Other ••• (Misc.) 
Medical Staff 1.50% .99% .48% 2.52% 
Meetings 
.oo% 1.97% .16% 1.68% 
Eaplo;rees 
.oo% 1.18% 1.58% 5.88% 
No response 
.oo% .oo% .16% .OO% 
None 
.oo% .oo,; 4.74% 4.20% 
placed fourth in frequenc;r, being preceded by bulletin boards 
and one of the metropolitan dailies, the Newark Evening !!!!• 
In terms of the PRIMARY source of news, the results are 
similar. Here the results (see Table #8, page 63) are based 
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TABLE #8* 
PRIMARY SOURCES OF HOSPITAL INFORMATION 
News Source Doctors Auxilians Employees Trustees 
Medical Staff Newsletter 51.84% 9.16% 14.84% 8.34% 
Newark News 
(metropolitan daily) ----- 1.83% 4.29% -----
Good Health News 1.26% 29.30% 25.78% 8.34% (house organ) 
Grapevine (auxiliary 33.85% 1.95% bi-annual newsletter) ----- -----
Star-Ledger 
.39% (me tropoli·tan daily) ----- ----- -----
Minutes froa meetings 19.28% 13.72% 5.86% 45.85% 
Bulletin Boards 7-19% .91% 9-76% 
-----
My hometown newspaper 
-----
.91% .78% .......... 
Friends at the 18.05% 10.08% 30.45% hospital -----
Other ••• (Mise. ) 2.40% 
-----
.39% 
-----Meetings· 
----- ------
4.29% 12.50% 
No respo:a.se 
----- -----
.39% 20.82% 
*Percentages based on one response per person. 
on one response per respondent, rather than on total number of 
times mentioned as a source of :a.ews. Perhaps the most inter-
esting findings reflected in these figures is that the house 
organ gained among the auxiliary and employees. Among the 
auxiliary, 29.30% indicated the house organ as their primary 
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source of news, beiag preceded only by "The Grapevine" at 33.58%; 
though 30.45% of the employees indicated "friends" as their pri-
mary source, 25."8% found the "Good Health News" to be their 
primary source. It appears then that among those who do read the 
house organ, it is regarded as a prime source of information. 
Among doctors and trustees, nearly the opposite is true. It will 
also be seen that among at least three of the groups, personal 
contact aad exchange with "friends" is a primary source, rank-
ing third among doctors and fourth among the auxiliary. 
It should be particularly noted that the primary sources of 
news are overwhelmingly those found within the internal communi-
cation program of the hospital. Newspapers, whether the metro-
politan dailies or hometown newspapers, are ranked far below 
all other sources. 
Concepts~!!! Hospital's Reputation: In their estimate 
TABLE #9 
CONCEPTS OF THE HOSPITAL'S REPUTATION 
Doctors Auxilians Employees Trustees 
Excellent 56.43% 5?.34% 41.94% 60.00% 
Good 40.59% 39.86% 50.15% 36.00% 
Fair 2.99% 1.39% 5.?4% 4.00% 
Poor .00% .oo% .61% .oo% 
No response .oo% I 1.39% .91% .oo% 
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of the hospital's reputation within the community only the 
smallest percentage varied from the decided norm of "Excellent" 
or "Good". Only the employees--as Table #9 indicates--considered 
the hospital's reputation as "Good" rather than "Excellent" as 
did the majority of the other three groups. 
Accuracy £! Information: In the confines of a study such 
as this, one could not hope to make any significant search into 
the body of knowledge these publics call upon when answering 
questions or volunteering inforaation about the hospital. 
TABLE #10 
KNOWLEDGE OF HOSPITAL FINANCIAL STATUS 
The Hospital ••• Doctors Auxilians Employees Trustees 
1. Loses Money 55.44% 43.35% 34.55% 44.00% 
2. Breaks Even 35.64% 27.27% 25.99% 52.00% 
3. Makes a Profit 5.94% 6.29% 25.99% 4.00% 
~------------------ --!--------
--------------------.. ----------
4. Don't Know 2.99% 23.07% 11.31% .oo% 
Total (Items 3+4) 9·93% 29.36% 37.30% 4.00% 
No response 
.oo% .oo% 2.11% .oo% 
Nontheless, it was hoped to find at least a small barometer of 
their knowledge by asking one question regarding the financial 
situation of the hospital. The respoadents were asked to 
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indicate if they thought the hospital: l) makes a profit; 2) loses 
money each year; or 3) breaks even financially. The results as 
shown in Table #10 find that the majority of all groups believed 
--and correctly--that the hospital normally breaks even or, more 
generally, loses money. The surprising finding was that a large 
number of employees and auxilians indicated on their question-
naires that they did not know. Added to the number who believe 
the hospital makes a profit, the number who acknowledge their 
lack of knowledge and those with inaccurate information appears 
to constitute a fairly large percentage--and in the researcher's 
mind, a percentage much larger than anticipated. 
Attitude Toward~ Information Program: The questionnaire's 
final question: "Do you feel you are kept well informed with 
news about the hospital?"--found all groups responding affir-
matively in averages well over 50%. The figures given below in 
Table #ll show that only the employees showed any variation; un-
TABLE #ll 
ATTITUDE TOWARD INFORMATION PROGRAM 
Do you feel informed? Doctors Auxilians Employees Trustees 
Yes 79.20% 78.32% 62.38% 92.00% 
No 8.02% 11.88% 32.11% 4.00% 
No response 11.80% 9.79% 5.50% 4.00% 
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like the other groups, nearly one-third of the employees felt 
that they were not kept well inforaed. 
Conclusions 
~Publics~!!! Community: The findings indicate with-
out doubt that these "internal/external publics" are active in 
the community. Among trustees comaunity ties predominate; among 
employees there appears to be a "hard core" of active partici-
pants. Between these poles are the auxiliary and doctors with 
their own spheres of activity. Though the number and t;ype of 
organizations in which these people participate are in some 
ways different, the central fact remains that the four groups 
do, indeed, operate not only within but apart from the institu-
tion and !! the community. 
Aaong doctors and trustees we find men who belong to organ-
izations of fairly well defined limits--professional groups 
(medical societies) and civic agencies. In the divic organiza-
tions the trustees bring themselves into contact with other 
community leaders, and thereby serve as a key channel to a par-
ticular segment of the community. ~he doctors--though their 
professional contacts are good--are not really an active channel 
to the community as this study has defined that channel. Though 
the doctor is not active in community organizations, his role is 
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still vitally important; he is a communications channel of high 
credibility with the patient who is nothing more than a hospital-
ized citizen. 
The auxiliary and employees are found active in two areas--
the smaller social groups and religious organizations affiliated 
with churches. In this nexus the cross sections of a community 
aeet. Here the contacts are broader and reach far into the body 
of the comaunity. 
Do these groups really talk about the hospital? The results 
definitely indicate that the subject of the hospital is a frequent 
topic--both through information volunteered and through questions 
directed at these publics. The auxilians, trustees, doctors, 
and employees definitely ARE the hospital in the eyes of the 
community, and the fact that they are asked questions about the 
institution implies at least some degree of credibility is 
attached to whatever facts and opinions they may offer. 
The information volunteered by all four publics is usually 
in regard to three major topics: 1) their work at the hospital; 
2) hospital care; and 3) hospital costs. It is interesting to 
note, however, that care and costs were the two central areas 
where an average 29% of all groups found difficulty in answering 
questions. 
To whom do these "internal/external publics';' speak? The 
largest group was "my immediate famil1'"; however, the other 
categories pertaining to people outside the family circle, taken 
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colle~tively, equalled or exceeded the "illmediate family" cate-
gory. These publics do, indeed, speak of the hospital in the 
community. Further, we know at least two-thirds of the publics 
speak about the h.ospital at a frequency of "several times a 
month" or more. This does leave open a question of proportion--
i.e., how often is the subject of the hospital a topic "at home" 
in comparison to the times it is mentioned outside the family. 
And, one must also ask, do the family members also carry hospital 
news or information to the community because their relative is 
associated with the institution? Though not covered in the 
confines of this study, these questions do seem important and 
should be examined in any subsequent research of this nature. 
~ Publics Within ~ Hospital: How is the information 
these groups disseminate obtained? 
This study was designed to measure to some extent the 
flow of personal communication from hoapital to community via 
I 
groups associated with the hospital. In the course of the 
study personal, word-of-mouth coamunication was found a chief 
source of information within the hospital. Employees, doctors, 
and auxilians included "friends at the hospital" among the top 
four most frequently mentioned sources of news. Employees par-
ticularly indicated such communication to be their primary 
source of news. Why should they rely so heavily on such sources? 
Reviewing the program directed to employees under the present 
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public relations program, it is found emplo7ees have few infor-
mation sources. Aside from a one-page insert in a bi-monthl7 
publication, occasional pa7roll enclosures and bulletin board 
notices, the emplo7ee has little source of news. This perhaps 
implies the need for more frequent publication of the house 
orgaa, posting of news releases, or even of a vehicle directed 
specifically to the employee public. These are the primary 
and necessary methods of informing this group, the numerically 
largest of the four "internal/external publics". 
The present bi-monthly house organ, however, is being read, 
and predominantly b7 auxilians and employees--the two groups 
with the least number of direct news sources. Whereas the 
doctors have a monthly newsletter and trustees attend or re-
ceive the minutes of the monthl7 Board and committee meetings, 
the other groups receive communication from a bi-monthly house 
organ or a ·bi-annual newsletter. Unlike the trustees and 
doctors, both employees and auxilians listed the house organ 
as the second most important "primary source of news". This 
fact in itself seems to imply that the sources of news for 
emplo7ee and auxilian are lilli.ted. 
It is important to note at this point that these two 
groups--auxilians and employees--showed a far higher percentage 
of their humber felt they were not kept well informed. Though, 
indeed, the majority replied they felt they were kept well in-
formed, at least 11% of the auxilians and 32% of the employees 
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felt they were not. The difference is clearly visible when one 
recalls that only 4% of the trustees and 8% of the doctors re-
plied negatively. 
Following this point further, it does not seem inadvisable 
to say these auxilians and employees are lacking information. 
Though one question cannot attempt to tap any group's body of 
knowledge, it is significant that these two groups most fre-
quently indicated that the hospital made a profit or that they 
did not know the answer to the question regarding hospital fi-
nances. Reviewing those figures one finds 29.93% of the auxil-
ians and 37.?0% of the employees either thought, incorrectly, 
that the hospital makes a profit or wrote on their questionnaire 
"Don't know", "Have no idea", etc. When compared to 4% of the 
trustees and 11% of the doctors, it certainly does not seem 
that one is implying too much to say the groups are lacking 
knowledge in this area of hospital costs--an area which they 
claim is one of the primary subjects about the hospital arising 
in conversations outside the institution. 
Examining employee responses more closely it was found 
that employees associated with the hospital under five years 
felt less informed than those employed five years or more. 
Among those employed under five years 41% felt they were not 
kept well informed, while only 25% of those employed over five 
years replied similarly. What accounts for the difference? Does 
word-of-mouth communication among the employees become more 
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accessible as one builds associations with other employees over 
time? Or does an employee simply accumulate more bits of 
knowledge about the hospital during the years? No one can answer 
these questions without further study. Nontheless, it does appear 
that: 
1) the orientation booklet presently 
on the sketching board is vitally 
needed. 
2) that the present communications 
program for employees is in need 
of both revision and expansion. 
~ Central Conclusions: If one were asked to draw from 
this one study of one voluntary hospital any central or semi-
universal conclusions, they could only be these: 
1. A channel of communication to the community via 
the "internal/external publics" does exist. In 
this particular hospital the auxiliary and the 
trustees appear to hold the key to this channel 
being most active in the greatest number and 
variety of community organizations. The 
doctors in their professional associations 
and patient contact, the trustees in their 
rather select areas of influence, the auxilians 
in their social groups, ·and the "hard core" of 
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employees in their smaller community 
groups, as well as patient contact, each 
are an important segment of this channel. 
Indeed, the channel does exist. It 
can be utilized to the benefit of the in~ 
stitution or left unattended. It cannot 
be created; as this study proves, such a 
channel of communication already exists. 
2. Internal communication is the key to 
effective use of this channel. Rumor and 
misinformation are enemies of the hospital 
or of any institution dependent upon the 
goodwill of the community. In this hospital 
many respondents felt themselves to we un-
informed or found their chief source of 
information among "friends at the hospital" 
rather than in official hospital communi-
ques. No one can erase the proverbial 
grapevine of communication which exists 
within an institution; it can merely hope 
to feed it with accurate information. The 
stream of information within an institution 
eventually flows into the mainstream of 
the community. Its flow caanot be halted, 
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but the contamination of misinformation 
can be countered by frequent distribution 
of timely and accurate data. 
* * * 
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CHAPTER V 
TOWARD AN APPRECIATION OF HOSPITAL PUBLIC RELATIONS 
Reco .. endations 
The recommendations which grow out of this study apply 
not solely to The Hospital Center, but more broadly to all hos-
pitals. The study of this one institution seems to point to 
three broad areas with which all voluntary hospitals must con-
cern themselves. 
Increased Public Education Within ~Hospital: As this 
study has attempted to point out, the reputation of a hospital 
originates in the behavior, attitude and aptitude of every 
employee, doctor, volunteer and trustee. These are the people 
who within and outside the institution maintain contact with 
the community's citizens. Individually and collectively, they 
may well be a more potent force in the shaping of public opinion 
than news releases or a planned public information program 
directed exclusively at the heterogeneous community. 
The goal of any information program directed at these 
"internal/external publics'J should be not only to give infor-
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mation, but to create interest, active cooperation and unity 
of purpose. To this end, media might easily include: regular 
conferences with various groups of workers; printed pamphlets 
giving details of hospital organization, operation and service 
with special emphasis on information of importance to the par-
ticular group (employees, auxilians, etc.); films or slide 
programs; invitations to annual meetings of various departments; 
detailed information on personnel policy directed toward em-
ployees; frequent and specially designed publications which 
will keep all groups currently informed. 
The precise instruments of comaunication are those best 
suited to the hospital's individual needs. The essential point, 
however, is that once initiated any such organized program of 
instruction must be kept constantly active and up to date. It 
must be the backbone of the public relations program as well 
as an accepted and administration-supported hospital policy. 
Administrative Support~~ Public Relations Program: Too 
often public relations is treated as an ancillary unit of the 
hospital organization. Rather, it should be treated as an in-
tegral entity 'which is essential to management's battle to win 
the support of internal publics and the co-unity at large. 
"Many hospitals are not yet using either 
skilled public relations counselors or 
a department of public relations. Of 
those who have a department of public 
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relations, too many have bestowed the 
title of Director of Public Relations 
on a clerk who is expected to get out 
a regular publication, prepare what 
brochures are necessary and maintain 
friendly relations with the press and 
broadcasting in regard to public re-
lations.'' 53 · 
Hospital trustees and administrators should recognize and 
support the activities included in a program of public relations 
as an integral part of the management of the institution. Public 
relations cannot be delegated to an officer burdened with other 
responsibilities and tiae consuaing duties, nor should it be 
delegated to the unskilled. Rather, expert directors should 
be secured to assist administrator and board in the formulation 
of the public relations prograa, hospital policy and the con-
tinued direction of both. 
The relationship of the public relations director and ad-
ministration is a two-way affair. Trustee and administrator 
are concerned with the money·and time required by a public 
relations program; conversely, both have detailed practical 
knowledge of the hospital which is invaluable to the public 
relations expert. Trustee and administrator--the true helmsmen 
of any hospital--aust come to recognize the importance, ob-
jectives and methods of public relations as well as support 
the director's recommendations if they are to be put fully into 
53. Gillian, Thomas R. "Hospital Public Relations Needs Bead-
ache Pills," Public Relations Journal, September, 1960, 
PP• 31-32. 
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effect. In this sense, the director of public relations is 
the edllcator of administration; he must take responsibility for 
informing not only the public but his own superiors. Without 
this effort toward educating the administration and without 
administration's willingness to recog.aize the growing impor-
tance of public relations, any information program aimed at 
improved relations with internal groups and the general community 
will fail. Public relations will remain an ancillary and only 
partially effective instrument in the hospital's efforts to 
gain public support. 
Continued Research: The only measure of credit of any 
public relations effort is its effect on the publics one wishes 
to influence. The hospital needs to gain some barometer of 
public sentiment, as well as to find the most effective means 
of reaching and shaping public opinion. It was one purpose 
of this study to point out the importance of research. This 
small study of one hospital revealed that a channel of communi-
cation exists between those associated directly with the hos-
pital and the community at large. It also showed that often 
the instruments of communication assumed to be the primary 
sources of information for a particular public were, indeed, 
regarded by these publics as being secondary; this leads to 
the conclusion that either present publications are inadequate 
or that more important means of reaching these publics have 
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been ignored. 
Only through continued research can a hospital public re-
lations program find the most accessible aeans of communication. 
Only through research can it find where ignorance or misinfor-
mation exists; and only through research can it begin to measure 
the total effect of any public relations effort. 
The Future of Hospital Public Relations 
"The total society does set a broad framework 
within which all of its institutions exist, 
but in addition each hospital is influenced 
by its more immediate environment ••• Public 
relations are a two-way thing. The community 
presses in on the hospital in certain respects, 
and hospital policies press back into the 
community to change its opinions and to create 
new ones. The give and take between an insti-
tution and its environaent can support or 
frustrate hospital purposes. Certainly 
community attitudes help to determine the 
limits within which hospital authorities are 
free to act." 54 
Throughout the history of the hospital one has seen this 
give and take between society and the institution shape the 
future of the hospital. Social, economic and scientific factors 
influenced its growth and its relationship with the public. 
Current problems seem to indicate that hospitals will continue 
to have their futures shaped by the actions and attitudes of 
54. Berling, Lentz & Wilson, Op. Cit., p. 11. 
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the society of which it is a part. 
In the early years hospitals stood mute, and society shaped 
the future of the hospital. Gradually, hospital leaders recog-
nized that the public was shaping their future and that informing 
the public was essential to continued growth. To this end 
public relations entered the hospital. In the future it appears 
public relations will play an increasing role. Public relations 
may well become a potent force itself in shaping the future of 
our hospitals through its influence on public opinion. 
It seems apparent today that administration must place 
increasing reliance on public relations. Experts in public 
relations, conversely, must educate administration, while at 
the same time informing the public and conveying public opinion 
to the hospital leaders. As Dr. Nathaniel Faxon, M.D., wrote: 
"It is necessary that the hospital be alert 
to its position in contemporary society 
and take vigorous leadership in providing 
health services to all classes of the social 
order. It must keep abreast of the needs 
and aspirations of a society that has be-
come aware of its right to the vital service 
that the hospital can provide. It can only 
hold its position by moving forward. Society, 
on the other hand, must learn more about the 
values that reside in its hospitals; if it 
does so, it will not place them in jeopardy 
of ill-considered action or careless in-
difference." 55 
With expert and skilled direction, administration approval 
and continuing research into effective means of communication 
55. Faxon, Op. Cit., p. 68. 
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public relations may well find it can, indeed, perform its 
primary role as both arbitrator and mediator between the insti-
tution and its public to the mutual benefit of both. 
* * * 
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APPENDIX 
QUESTIONNAIRE COVER LETTER 
Dear (Name of Respondent): 
Until six months ago I was an employee of The Hospital 
Center. Now, as a graduate student at Boston University's 
School of Public Relations and Communications, I am in the 
process of completing a scientific study in the area of hos-
pital public relations ••• a.study in which you can serve a 
vital and integral part. 
This study is important, not only because it may lend 
some light to public relations efforts at The Hospital Center, 
but because it aay prove helpful to' other hospitals and non-
profit institutions. The objective is to ascertain how a hos-
pital can reach and win its community's understanding and 
support, both financial and moral. Little is known in this 
area of hospital-community relations; however, much needs to 
be known if our hospitals are to meet the challenge of rapid 
medical advances and spiraling costs. I am grateful to The 
Hospital Center for having granted ae permission to conduct 
this study. 
I 
You can assist in this project by filling out the enclosed 
questionnaire. The questions are self-explanatory, and you 
will find little difficulty answering thea. You can be assured 
that all replies will be coapletely anonymous; these question-
naires are not numbered or coded, and there is no way that 
anyone will know how you replied. 
Despite the many demands made upon your schedule, I do 
hope you will lend your assistance to this important research 
effort. Your cooperation and prompt reply will certainly be 
appreciated. 
Sincerely, 
Joan M. LeVan 
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QUESTIONNAIRE 
1. Approximately how many hours do you spend at the hospital 
per week? 
4o hours __ 30 hours 20 hours 10 hours less 
2. How do you receive news about the hospital? (Check as many 
as apply.) 
__ Medical Staff Newsletter 
lfewark News 
--Good Health News 
--OMH Auxiliary's Grapevine 
=Star-Ledger 
__ Minutes from various meetings 
Bulletin Boards 
~Mt hometown newspaper 
--Friends at the hospital 
--Other ••• 
-- Please be as specific 
as possible •••• 
Now would you please rank the items you have checked in 
their order of importance. For example, if you get most 
of your news about the hospital from the Good Health News, 
place a numeral "l" in front of your check makk. 
3. What would you say the reputation of the hospital is in 
the coiiUiunity? 
4. Which of the following statements would you say is correct? 
The hosp;tal makes a profit. 
--The hospital loses money each year. 
::The hospital just breaks even. 
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5· Bow long have 
hospital? 
you been employed or associated with the 
Under one year 
::under five years 
Under ten years 
::Ten years and over 
6. Does the subject of the hospital ever come up in conversa-
tions with your friends and acquaintances outside the hos-
pital? 
_Yes No 
7• Do you ever volunteer information about The Hospital Center 
or hospitals in general? (Note: This question does not mean 
information about patients or other confidential subjects.) 
Yes No 
If ttYes", what is the information usually about? Please 
be specific. 
8. Are you ever asked questions about The Hospital Center by 
your friends or acquaintances? 
_Yes No 
-
If "Yes", are you ever asked questions you find difficult 
to answer? 
Yes No 
-
If "Yes", what are the questions usually alitout? 
9. To whom do you talk about the hospital most often? 
~ immediate family 
-Friends ia the neighborhood 
--People in clubs to which I belong 
~ere acquaintances 
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10. How often would you say 2!1!! average the subject of the 
hospital comes up in your conversations with people out-
side the hospital--either through questions they ask or 
information you volunteer? 
Constantly: every day or more often 
--Frequently: once or more a week 
--Often: several times a month 
--Seldom 
...... 
11. What organizations do you belong to in the community area? 
(Please list all groups to which you belong, both pro-
fessional and social organizations, including church 
groups, bowling teams, Jaycees, Women's Clubs, etc.) 
12. Do you feel you are kept well informed with news about the 
hospital? 
__ Yes ~·· 
....... 
13. If there are any additional co.-ents you would like to 
make, please use the space provided below. 
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